Introduction
============

Endoscopic diagnosis and treatment of colorectal polyps is improving. Performing optical biopsy by image-enhanced endoscopy might reduce the cost and time required for resection and histopathological diagnosis of many diminutive colorectal polyps [@JR709-1] [@JR709-2]. Under such circumstances, more accurate, clinically acceptable, and simple procedures are needed for widespread application of endoscopic approaches such as EMR and endoscopic submucosal dissection (ESD). Pit pattern analysis was reported to be useful for differentiating neoplastic from non-neoplastic colorectal polyps and for evaluating the depth of tumor invasion [@JR709-3] [@JR709-4] [@JR709-5]. In addition, narrow-band imaging (NBI; Olympus Co., Tokyo, Japan) can be used to diagnose colorectal polyps and assess the depth of invasion [@JR709-6] [@JR709-7] [@JR709-8] [@JR709-9] [@JR709-10] [@JR709-11] [@JR709-12] [@JR709-13] [@JR709-14] [@JR709-15] [@JR709-16] [@JR709-17] [@JR709-18] [@JR709-19] [@JR709-20] with a shorter examination time compared to chromoendoscopy, which has led to its clinical application [@JR709-21]. However, NBI is inferior to pit pattern analysis in some respects with regard to diagnosis of colorectal polyps [@JR709-9] [@JR709-16] [@JR709-19]. The surface pattern evaluated by NBI is different from the pit pattern since it is combined with crypt openings and marginal crypt epithelium, so the surface pattern is blurrier than the pit pattern. Fujifilm recently developed a new endoscopic system ("LASEREO") that combines 2 types of laser light with phosphors to allow narrow-band light observation blue laser imaging (BLI). The LASEREO consists of a white light laser (peak wavelength: 450 ± 10 nm) that excites phosphors to create white light illumination with broader spectral distribution suitable for normal observation, and a short-wavelength narrow-band laser (wavelength: 410 ± 10 nm) to provide information about microvessels and surface structures as high-contrast signals. Changing the intensity ratios of these two lasers creates illumination that is suitable for either normal or narrow-band observation. In addition, it is easy to obtain brighter images with BLI than NBI using optical filters. Yoshida et al. reported that the diagnostic ability of BLI and NBI for colorectal polyps is equivalent [@JR709-22] [@JR709-23], but these techniques have not been compared with pit pattern analysis. Accordingly, this study was performed to compare the diagnostic ability of BLI magnification and pit pattern analysis for colorectal polyps, for which both methods are sometimes used concomitantly, and to evaluate a strategy for diagnostic image-enhanced endoscopy (IEE).

Patients and methods
====================

Patients
--------

We collected lesions prospectively. A total of 799 colorectal polyps in 506 patients were examined by BLI magnification, pit pattern analysis, and histopathological diagnosis at Nagoya University Hospital between June 2013 and March 2015. In this study, we only evaluated hyperplastic polyps, adenomas, and early colorectal cancers, because lesions such as inflammatory polyps, sessile serrated adenoma/polyps, and serrated adenomas are considered difficult to differentiate even by chromoendoscopy using basal pit pattern classification [@JR709-24]. The ethics committee of Nagoya University Hospital approved the protocol of this prospective study and all patients provided written informed consent. This study was registered with the University Hospital Medical Information Network Clinical Trials Registry (UMIN-CTR: UMIN 000012348).

Endoscopic examination
----------------------

Patients were administered 1 to 2 L of polyethylene glycol (Niflec^®^ or Moviprep^®^; Ajinomoto Pharma Co., Tokyo, Japan) on the morning of or the night before examination. All patients were examined with an EC-L590ZW magnifying endoscope that had the new LASEREO illumination endoscopic system allowing BLI observation. Examinations were performed by 12 colonoscopists who had total experience with over 3000 colonoscopies and 100 studies using IEE magnification. Polyps detected by conventional colonoscopy were observed using BLI magnification, followed by chromoendoscopy using 0.1 % indigo-carmine dye with or without 0.06 % crystal violet dye ([Fig. 1](#FI709-1){ref-type="fig"}). Crystal violet dye was used only for the lesions with type C in Hiroshima classification or type V in pit pattern diagnosis. The number of images was not specified because it differed according to polyp size and morphology.

![ Process of endoscopic examination.](10-1055-s-0043-102400-i709ei1){#FI709-1}

Biopsy, endoscopic resection (polypectomy, EMR, ESD), or surgical resection was done for all polyps and all cancers were totally resected. Biopsies were obtained from sites of suspected cancer according to findings of the 2 imaging modalities, but were not otherwise specified (only 26 polyps ≥ 10 mm were biopsied). The biopsy samples were fixed in 10 % formalin, and histopathological diagnosis was done according to World Health Organization (WHO) criteria. In this study, we defined cancer invading the submucosa to a depth \< 1,000 µm or ≥ 1,000 µm as slightly invasive submucosal cancer (sSM) or deeply invasive submucosal cancer (dSM), respectively. Curative endoscopic resection and surgical resection are respectively indicated for sSM and dSM according to the probability of lymph node metastasis [@JR709-25] [@JR709-26]. The depth of submucosal invasion was measured according to the 2014 guidelines of the Japanese Society for Cancer of the Colon and Rectum [@JR709-26].

Classification
--------------

Several NBI classifications of colorectal polyps have been proposed, which can be separated into those evaluating vascular patterns and those evaluating both surface and vascular patterns [@JR709-6] [@JR709-12] [@JR709-18]. It was thought that BLI could provide images with higher contrast because of improved brightness and narrow spectral bandwidth, so we took advantage of this to employ the Hiroshima classification, which is the only one that evaluates both surface and vascular patterns. According to the Hiroshima classification, lesions are classed as type A, B, or C ([Fig. 2](#FI709-2){ref-type="fig"}). Type A is non-neoplastic lesions, which are hyperplastic polyps (HP) and inflammatory polyps. Type B is adenoma (Ad). Type C is cancer, and this is type divided into three subtypes for differentiating dSM. Type C1 is intramucosal cancer (M) or sSM and type C3 is dSM, while type C2 is reportedly difficult to use for assessing tumor depth [@JR709-6] [@JR709-11]. However, we decided that type C2 indicates M-sSM to compare the diagnostic ability of BLI magnification and pit pattern analysis.

![ Hiroshima classification of blue laser imaging (BLI) magnification for colorectal polyps. Type A is non-neoplastic lesions: microvessels are vague or invisible. Type B is adenoma: regular surface pattern with increased microvessel intensity around pits and regular microvessel mesh. Type C is cancer, and is divided into three subtypes. Type C1 is intramucosal cancer (M) or slightly invasive submucosal cancer (sSM): irregular surface pattern with vessels of homogeneous thickness and distribution. Type C2 is M or sSM or deeply invasive submucosal cancer (dSM): obviously irregular surface pattern and irregular vessels of heterogeneous thickness and distribution. Type C3 is dSM: invisible surface pattern with avascular areas.](10-1055-s-0043-102400-i709ei2){#FI709-2}

We used the classification of Kudo and Tsuruta for pit pattern analysis [@JR709-3] [@JR709-4] [@JR709-5]. Types I and II are non-neoplastic lesions, type III (III~L~, III~S~) and type IV are adenomas, and type V is cancer. Type V is divided into 3 subtypes: V~I~ low irregularity (V~I~ low), V~I~ high irregularity (V~I~ high), and V~N~. V~I~ low corresponds to M-sSM lesions, while V~I~ high and V~N~ correspond to dSM lesions.

Image evaluation
----------------

All images were stored as digital data, separated into BLI and pit pattern images, and randomly evaluated twice each by two expert endoscopists (A. N. and T. Y.) who were blinded to patient background data and their colonoscopic and histopathological findings, retrospectively. They were 2 of the 12 endoscopists who performed colonoscopy in this study and they had experience with over 300 observations using IEE magnification. These expert endoscopists evaluated images under the same conditions and excluded unappraisable images to assess the usefulness of BLI magnification precisely. The evaluation criteria for images generated by each modality were standardized between the two endoscopists before assessment. Conventional colonoscopic images were not used, so that their effect on the diagnosis made using each modality was eliminated. The second evaluation was performed one month or more after the first evaluation, with images of each lesion being evaluated twice each by the two endoscopists. The order of evaluation was all BLI images followed by all pit pattern images. The images of each lesion were evaluated twice each by the 2 endoscopists. If the interpretation was in agreement on 3 or 4 evaluations, it was adopted. If the interpretation was in agreement on 1 or 2 evaluations, a conclusion was reached by a conference between the 2 endoscopists. The intraobserver and interobserver agreement rates were analyzed separately for BLI and pit pattern analysis.

Study outcomes
--------------

We analyzed the relationship between the histopathological diagnosis and BLI magnification interpreted by the Hiroshima classification or pit pattern analysis. The diagnostic accuracy, rate of differentiating neoplastic from non-neoplastic lesions, and diagnosis of deeply invasive submucosal cancer (dSM) were compared between BLI magnification and pit pattern analysis. Type C2 in the Hiroshima classification was evaluated separately because application of this category to assess the depth of tumor invasion is considered to be difficult.

Statistical analysis
--------------------

The diagnostic ability of BLI magnification and pit pattern analysis were compared by using the χ^2^-test and Fisher's exact test, with *P* \< 0.05 being considered statistically significant. The rates of intraobserver and interobserver agreement with respect to image interpretation were calculated as κ values. We defined a κ value of \< 0.4, 0.41 -- 0.60, 0.61 -- 0.80 and ≥ 0.81 as poor, fair, good, and excellent agreement, respectively. All data were analyzed using SPSS software (version 22).

Results
=======

Among 799 colorectal polyps examined by BLI magnification, pit pattern analysis, and histopathological analysis, the inflammatory polyps (n = 17), sessile serrated adenomas/polyps (n = 2), and serrated adenomas (n = 13) were excluded, along with exclusion of advanced colorectal cancers (n = 9), submucosal tumor (leiomyoma: n = 1), and juvenile polyp (n = 1). Lesions that the two expert endoscopists considered difficult to diagnose because of poor image quality were also excluded (n = 8) ([Fig. 3](#FI709-3){ref-type="fig"}). The remaining 748 colorectal polyps were analyzed.

![ Lesions excluded from this study.](10-1055-s-0043-102400-i709ei3){#FI709-3}

 [Table 1](#TB709-1){ref-type="table"} shows the details of 748 lesions, which were classified as HP (n = 66), Ad (n = 568), M-sSM (n = 94), and dSM (n = 20). Histological specimens of 316, 407 and 25 lesions were obtained by biopsy, endoscopic resection, and surgery, respectively. Comparison between BLI magnification, pit pattern analysis, and histopathological diagnosis is shown in [Table  2](#TB709-2){ref-type="table"}. The overall diagnostic accuracy of BLI magnification was 89.3 % and that of pit pattern analysis was 91.4 %.

###### Clinicopathological characteristics.

  -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------
  Patients (n = 481)                                                                                 

  Male/female, no.                                                                                   306/175

  Age, years, mean (range) (± SD)                                                                    66.9 (30 -- 91) (10.7)

  Polyps (n = 748)                                                                                   

  Location (right[1](#FN709-1){ref-type="table-fn"}/left[2](#FN709-2){ref-type="table-fn"}/rectum)   395/252/101

  Mean size (range) (± SD) (mm)                                                                      10.7 (2 -- 175) (12.4)

  Morphology (protruded/superficial)                                                                 541/207

  Procedure of getting specimens(biopsy/endoscopic resection/surgical resection)                      \
                                                                                                     316/407/25

  Histopathology(HP/Ad/M -- sSM/dSM)                                                                  \
                                                                                                     66/568/94/20
  -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------

SD, standard deviation; HP, hyperplastic polyp; Ad, adenoma; M, intramucosal cancer; sSM, slightly invasive submucosal cancer; dSM, deeply invaded submucosal cancer

Right : cecum, ascending colon, and transverse colon

Left : descending colon and sigmoid colon

###### Comparison between BLI magnification and histopathological diagnosis.

  **BLI**         **Histopathological diagnosis**              
  --------- ----- --------------------------------- ----- ---- ----
  A          62   58                                  4        
  B         563    8                                531   23    1
  C1         97                                      32   62    3
  C2         18                                       1    9    8
  C3          8                                                 8
  Total     748   66                                568   94   20

BLI, blue laser imaging; HP, hyperplastic polyp; Ad, adenoma; M, intramucosal cancer; sSM, slightly invasive submucosal cancer; dSM, deeply invaded submucosal cancer

###### Comparison between pit pattern analysis and histopathological diagnosis.

  **Pit pattern**         **Histopathological diagnosis**              
  ----------------- ----- --------------------------------- ----- ---- ----
  II                 68   62                                 6         
  III~L~/III~S~     400    2                                395    3   
  IV                168    2                                145   20    1
  V~I~ low           93                                      22   67    4
  V~I~ high          14                                            4   10
  V~N~                5                                                 5
  Total             748   66                                568   94   20

BLI, blue laser imaging; HP, hyperplastic polyp; Ad, adenoma; M, intramucosal cancer; sSM, slightly invasive submucosal cancer; dSM, deeply invaded submucosal cancer

According to BLI magnification and histopathological diagnosis, 93.5 % of type A lesions were non-neoplastic, while 98.8 % of type B, C1, C2, and C3 lesions were neoplasms. The accuracy, sensitivity, and specificity of differential diagnosis between neoplastic and non-neoplastic lesions was 98.4 %, 87.9 %, and 99.4 %, respectively. According to pit pattern analysis, 91.2 % of type II lesions were non-neoplastic, while 99.4 % of type III~L~, III~S~, IV, V~I~ low, V~I~ high, and V~N~ lesions were neoplasms. The accuracy, sensitivity, and specificity of making a differential diagnosis between neoplastic and non-neoplastic lesions was 98.7 %, 93.9 %, and 99.1 %, respectively.

Regarding the differential diagnosis of dSM for cancers, the accuracy, sensitivity, and specificity was 89.5 %, 40.0 %, and 100 % by BLI magnification, and 92.1 %, 75.0 %, and 95.7 % by pit pattern analysis, respectively. When type C2 lesions were excluded, the accuracy, sensitivity and specificity of differential diagnosis of dSM was 95.9 %, 66.7 %, and 100 %, respectively. [Table  3](#TB709-3){ref-type="table"} compares the diagnoses made by the two modalities. There were high rates of agreement between types A, B, and C3 and the corresponding pit patterns, whereas agreement with type C1 was slightly lower and varied like the agreement rate with histopathological diagnosis. The rate of agreement with the histopathological diagnosis between BLI magnification and pit pattern analysis was 92.0 %.

###### Comparison between BLI magnification and pit pattern analysis.

  **BLI**         **pit pattern**                   
  --------- ----- ----------------- ----- ---- ---- ---
  A          62   59                  3             
  B         563    9                541   13        
  C1         97                      24   70    3   
  C2         18                           10    7   1
  C3          8                                 4   4
  Total     748   68                568   93   14   5

BLI, blue laser imaging

Among 18 lesions classified as type C2 by BLI magnification ( [Fig. 4](#FI709-4){ref-type="fig"}), 10 were V~I~ low, 7 were V~I~ high, and 1 was V~N~ by pit pattern analysis. The depth of invasion was accurately diagnosed for 13 (72.2 %) of the 18 lesions.

![ Comparison of pit pattern analysis and histopathological diagnosis of type C2 lesions.](10-1055-s-0043-102400-i709ei4){#FI709-4}

Interobserver agreement about the diagnosis of colorectal polyps by each modality was good (BLI, κ = 0.617 -- 0.659; pit pattern, κ = 0.621 -- 0.743), and intraobserver agreement was also good for both BLI magnification (A. N., κ = 0.767; T. Y., κ = 0.760) and pit pattern analysis (A. N., κ = 0.745; T. Y., κ = 0.773).

Discussion
==========

Endoscopic treatment is indicated for colorectal lesions that might become cancerous (suspected cancers) and for cancers without metastasis (or a low risk of metastasis) [@JR709-25] [@JR709-26]. The method of endoscopic resection is determined according to tumor morphology and size [@JR709-27] [@JR709-28] making accurate preoperative diagnosis clinically important. In addition, the method selected should preferably be tolerated well by the patient (simple and rapid) and less invasive, if possible. Pit pattern analysis is an established and highly reliable diagnostic technique [@JR709-3] [@JR709-4] [@JR709-5]. However, spraying dyes such as indigo carmine and crystal violet requires troublesome preparation and implementation, and also has disadvantages such as interference with lesion resection and post-spraying visualization of surrounding structures. In contrast, normal light observation can be switched instantaneously to NBI and BLI without such disadvantages [@JR709-21].

Recently, the new NBI magnifying endoscopic classification of colorectal tumors proposed by the Japan NBI Expert Team (JNET) [@JR709-29]. Both the JNET classification and Hiroshima classification evaluates vascular patterns and surface pattern. Type C1 and C3 in Hiroshima classification are correlated with the type 2B and type 3 in JNET classification. The most of type C2 in Hiroshima classification is correlated type 2B, and the part of that is correlated type 3 in JNET classification. By dividing lesions of type C2, we may narrow down lesions which need chromoendoscopy. The criterion of type C2 in Hiroshima classification lacks in objectivity. We suggest that further investigation of type C2 in Hiroshima classification may diagnose colorectal polyps more accurately. Additionally, Yoshida et al. reported that the ability of BLI diagnosis were similar to that of NBI using Hiroshima classification for colorectal polyps. On the other hands, the ability of BLI using JNET classification has not been evaluated.

Using BLI magnification, the accuracy of differentiating between neoplastic and non-neoplastic lesions was 98.4 %, the diagnostic accuracy was 89.3 % using histopathological diagnosis as the standard, and the accuracy of differential diagnosis of dSM for cancers was 89.5 %. With simultaneous pit pattern analysis, the accuracy of differentiating between neoplastic and non-neoplastic lesions was 98.7 %, the diagnostic accuracy compared with histopathological diagnosis was 91.4 %, and the accuracy of differential diagnosis of dSM for cancers was 92.1 %. Thus, the results obtained with BLI magnification and pit pattern analysis were highly similar. Additionally, the accuracy of differential diagnosis for dSM was improved by separating type C2 lesions. Yoshida et al. found that the diagnostic accuracy of BLI magnification for colorectal polyps was 84.3 %, the accuracy of differentiating between neoplastic and non-neoplastic lesions was 99.3 %, and the accuracy of differential diagnosis of dSM was 94.3 % [@JR709-22]. The same authors stated that the diagnostic ability of BLI and NBI magnification is equivalent to histopathological diagnosis [@JR709-23]. Others have reported that the accuracy of differentiating between neoplastic and non-neoplastic lesions by NBI magnification is 95.3 % to 98.2 %, which are results close to that obtained in this study (98.4 %) [@JR709-2] [@JR709-12] [@JR709-14] [@JR709-16] [@JR709-17].

dSM lesions accounted for 0 % of type A, 0.17 % of type B, 3.1 % of type C1, 44.4 % of type C2, and 100 % of type C3 according to BLI magnification, while these lesions accounted for 0 % of type II, 0.17 % of types III~L~, III~S~, and IV, 4.3 % of type V~I~ low, 71.4 % of type V~I~ high, and 100 % of type V~N~ according to pit pattern analysis. These data also show that about half of the lesions judged to be type C2 by BLI magnification were dSM, indicating that the C2 category cannot be used as an index of the depth of tumor invasion. In contrast, pit pattern analysis accurately diagnosed the depth of invasion for 72.2 % (13/18) of type C2 lesions in the present study. Therefore, the accuracy, sensitivity, and specificity of the differential diagnosis of dSM lesions was respectively 98.9 %, 70.0 %, and 99.7 % when pit pattern analysis was applied to type C2 lesions of the Hiroshima classification.

Many polyps are considered to be targets for treatment to prevent colorectal cancer, but this requires considerable effort and cost. On the other hand, Løberg et al. reported that colorectal cancer mortality was lower among patients who had low-risk adenomas removed compared with the general population regardless of polyp size and number [@JR709-30]. Therefore, narrowing the gap between endoscopic diagnosis and histopathological diagnosis, which is the gold standard, is critical for reducing the physical burden on medical professionals and patients as well as the cost of health care. The diagnostic ability of BLI magnification and pit pattern analysis was comparable in the present study, suggesting that these examinations can contribute to judgment about the need for resection and surveillance of polyps.

While BLI is clearly useful, the results did not significantly surpass those of other observation techniques using light-based technologies. However, BLI can theoretically provide images with better contrast than other narrow band techniques, so further image analysis and comparison with other diagnostic methods are needed to widen its applicability.

This study had several limitations. First, we diagnosed colorectal polyps from still images obtained by BLI magnification without using conventional white light colonoscopic images. Therefore, interpretation was not the same as with real-time endoscopic diagnosis. Second, the number of images in one lesion was not specified. Therefore the number of images might affected the diagnosis. Third, some precancerous lesions (sessile serrated adenomas/polyps and serrated adenomas) were excluded in our study, although differentiation between these lesions and hyperplastic polyps is important. Further investigation of these lesions will be required. Fourth, the analysis of images were made by only two experts. So, the generalizability of the result was not so high. Additionally, these two endoscopists evaluated some images they collected before, therefore, they might remember some images of the lesions. Finally, a part of lesions were not resected. Histological specimens of these lesions were obtained by biopsy. All lesions should be resected for correctly diagnosis.

Conclusions
===========

In conclusion, the diagnostic ability of BLI magnification and pit pattern analysis for colorectal polyps was comparable and both methods showed great clinical applicability. To maximize the advantages of BLI magnification and complement its disadvantages, pit pattern analysis (dye spraying) should be omitted for type A, B, C1, and C3 lesions in the Hiroshima classification and should be selectively applied to type C2 lesions. This provides a simple, acceptable, and highly accurate strategy for diagnosis of colorectal polyps.
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